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Stationery Pricing Guide* 
 
Invitations: $0.75 to $15 each  

- Standard sheet invitations (thermography and flat printing): $0.75 to $3.00 

- Pocket invitations (thermography and flat printing): $3.80 to $4.20  

- Letterpress invitations: $4.00 and up 
 
Invitation Sets (invitation, response card & envelope, wild card): $1.60 to $30.00 per set  

- Standard sheet invitations (thermography and flat printing): $1.22 to $5.00 

- Pocket invitations (thermography and flat printing): $5.15 to $7.00 each  

- Letterpress invitations: $8.75 and up 
 
Save-The-Dates: $0.85 to $11 each  

- Standard sheet save the dates (thermography and flat printing): $0.75 to $3.00 

- Picture save the dates (flat printing): $1.75 to $2.00  

- Letterpress save the dates: $4.00 and up 
 
Thank You Notes: $0.64 to $3.00 each 
 
Personalized Stationery: $0.65 to $2.00 each 
 
Holiday Cards (corporate & personal): begin at $0.93 each  

 
Programs & Menus: $1.25 and up  
 
Calligraphy  

- Envelopes  
o $2.00 to $2.25 for outer envelopes  
o $1.75 to $2.00 for inner envelopes  
o $3.00 to $4.00 for the set (inner and outer envelope)  

- Place and Escort Cards  
o $1.75 to $2.00 for each place card (name)  
o $2.00 to $2.50 for each escort card (name and table)  

 
Printing Pricing  

- Envelopes  
o $1.40 for one font, $1.50 for two fonts for outer envelopes  
o $1.10 for one font, $1.20 for two fonts for inner envelopes  
o $2.50 for one font and $2.60 for two fonts for the set (inner and outer envelope)  

- Envelope Labels  
o $1.15 for one font and $1.25 for two fonts for return address and guest address labels  
o $0.75 for one font and $0.85 for two fonts for return address label  
o $0.75 for one font and $0.85 for two fonts for guest address label  

- Place and Escort Cards  
o $1.00 each (for plain white cardstock) and up  

 
*This price guideline is strictly to provide an idea of prices. There is no guarantee of the above pricing. Actual pricing will vary, and 

may vary out of the above price ranges, depending on exact product, design, fonts, printing type, and ink colors. 


